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Wenlock Barn Estate residents during the filming of BREADROCK, by Fourthland and Rosalind Fowler, 2017

About PEER
PEER is an independent arts organisation that has evolved
from the ground up over the past twenty years, putting down
deep roots within the socially, culturally and economically
diverse area of Hoxton in East London. In 2016 we completed
a significant capital project on time and on budget, which
brought radical improvements to the gallery spaces and also
transformed an unloved street corner into a welcoming and
strikingly designed public realm.

Ethos
PEER’s core ethos is to embed its activities into the local
community and to offer and promote the highest quality art
as being part of daily life. We have done this through our
ambitious programme of projects working with nearly 150
artists, writers, curators and educators over two decades. It
is equally our ambition to nurture and provide a platform for
the talent of a diverse range of emerging, mid-career and
established artists enabling them to take new risks. Past
and recent examples include important commissions with
Mike Nelson, Bob & Roberta Smith, Siobhan Hapaska, Fiona
Banner, Emma Hart, Jimmy Robert and Catherine Story, to
name but a few.

Anthony McCall, Between You and I, 2007
commissioned by PEER and installed at The Round Chapel, E5

Martin Creed, Work No 203, 1999
commissioned by PEER and installed at The Portico, E5
Fiona Banner, Mistah Kurtz – He Not Dead, 2014
commissioned by PEER

Legacy
We take immense pride in the fact that many of the artists
we have commissioned and worked with and are at home
in the modest spaces that PEER offers, also occupy the
international stage. Our ability to recognise talent at a key
stage of an artist’s career is shown by the fact that Martin
Creed’s first neon and public work, commissioned by PEER
in 1999, is now on long term display at Tate Modern. In
2007 we had the honour of commissioning Anthony McCall’s
first full size vertical solid light work for the Round Chapel
in Clapton. His international reputation is currently being
celebrated with a major exhibition at The Hepworth Wakefield
to outstanding acclaim. Danh Vo’s comprehensive catalogue
for his retrospective at the Guggenheim, New York, features
an eight-page section of images of the artist’s installation at
PEER in 2013.

Bob & Roberta Smith, Dad’s, 2008
one of five Shop Local signs commissioned by PEER made to celebrate
local businesses on Hoxton Street

Ecology
PEER’s big aspirations and modest size play key roles in
securing our place within the broader London art ecology. We
offer both emerging and established artists the opportunity
to test bold ideas in an intimate environment that stimulates
experimentation and dialogue. Our human scale makes us
less bureaucratic and opaque in comparison with many
larger institutions. Artists cherish the opportunities that
PEER has to offer, and the position that we occupy within the
art world.
PEER's capital development has dramatically expanded the
opportunities for audiences to experience its work. The organisation is deeply committed to welcoming the widest possible range of
audiences by delivering a high quality, vibrant, culturally diverse
offer that looks outward and serves its local communities...Excellent
public realm facilities enable all audiences to spend time with
artwork in a way that is new, social and unique.
From PEER’s 2017 feedback report from Arts Council England.

Danh Vo, We The People, 2013
installation at PEER (prior to the capital works)

SOME OF THE ARTISTS, WRITERS, CURATORS, EDUCATORS
WHO HAVE WORKED WITH PEER INCLUDE: Caroline
Achaintre Jonathan Allen Kristaps Ancans Lars Arrhenius
Edwina Ashton David Austen Yemi Awosile Ain Bailey
Alison Ballance Maya Balcioglu Jonathan Baldock Amy
Balkin Fiona Banner Phyllida Barlow Anna Barriball Ania
Bas David Batchelor Katriona Beales Breda Beban Josh
Berry Christine Binnie Rutie Borthwick Sarah BowkerJones Michael Bracewell Hugo Brazão Gilian Breeze
Andrew Brighton Stuart Brisley Savinder Bual Ergin
Cavusoglu Theresa Hak Kyung Cha Fiona Chambers Neil
Clements Hannah Collins Keith Coventry Ben Cranfield
Martin Creed Angela de la Cruz Juan Cruz Mikey Cuddihy
Bill Culbert Simon Cutts Matthew Darbyshire Geraldine
Dening Aysen Dennis DIG Collective (William Bock, Alberto
Duman, Sophie Mason, Mark Morgan) AK Dolven Joanne
Dorking Chris Dorley-Brown Charles and Ray Eames Simon
Elmer Kota Ezawa Marcia Farquhar Jane Fawcett Ceal
Floyer Focus E15 Campaign Lorna & Ela Forrester Michael
Fortune Fourthland (Eva Knutsdotter and Louise Sayarer)
Rosalind Fowler Harriet Foyster Andrea Francke John
Frankland Fuel Poverty Action Carl Gent Charlie George Joy
Gerrard Matthew de Kersaint Giraudeau Karolina Glusiec
Richard Grayson Mathew Hale Siobhan Hapaska Emma
Hart Robert Holyhead Jonathan Hoskins William Hunt
Tom Hunter Ishita Ross Jardine Owen Jones Conor Kelly
Joan Key Seth Kim- Cohen Tania Kovats Brandon LaBelle
Andrew Lanyon London Fieldworks (Jo Joelson and Bruce
Gilchrist) Rachel Lowe Rut Blees Luxemburg Elizabeth
Magill Christina Mackie Selma Makela Alison Marchant
Chris Marker Louisa Martin Scott Massey Alice McCabe
Anthony McCall Kathy McCarthy Jeff McMillan Drew
Milne Jeremy Moon Emer Mary Morris Fraser Muggeridge
Laura Mulvey David Murphy Mike Nelson Aaron Noble
Chris Ofili Dustin O’Hara Sally O’Reilly Nell Osborne Amy
Pennington Moyra Peralta Bekki Perriman Sam Porritt
Kathy Prendergast James Pyman Real Estates Graham
Reid Steve Reinke Jane Rendell Jimmy Robert Ben Roberts
David Roberts John Rogers Eva Rowson Karin Ruggaber
Margaret Salmon Sherman Sam Francesco Lo Savio
Andrea Schlieker Paul Scott Andro Semeiko Yuko Shiraishi
Judy Freya Sibayan Lukasz Skapski Lisa Skuret Bob &
Roberta Smith Bridget Smith John Smith Lucy Steggals
Catherine Story Caroline Streck Jennet Thomas Barry
Thompson Milly Thompson Jeremy Till Chris Timms Tommy
Ting Danh Vo Cathy Ward Chris Fite Wassilak Ruth Waters
Barry Watt Paul Watt Stephen Watts Richard Wentworth
Tony White The White Pube (Zarina Muhammad, Gabrielle
de la Puente) Saul Williams Lesley Woodburn George
Young Andrea Luka Zimmerman Zinovy Zinik John Zurier

PEER’s achievements 2017–18
Following the completion of the acclaimed capital development in 2016, PEER’s programme has continued to grow
in strength. In 2017/18 our programme featured a diverse
range of artists working in a variety of media. This kicked
off with an exhibition of reworked and collaged industrially produced blue and white ceramics by Paul Scott and
concluded with the presentation of an extraordinary 16 mm
film and installation of sculptures by the artist collective
Fouthland with filmmaker Rosalind Fowler in collaboration with residents from the nearby Wenlock Barn housing
estate.

screen projection. The film presented a series of staged
vignettes, poetically drawing on the rituals and artefacts
of the Estate’s Bangladeshi, European, Kurdish, Serbian,
Turkish, Ugandan and West Indian communities, to create
new kinships and myths.

Paul Scott, The Syria Series No 9, Aleppo, 2017
In-glaze decal collage and gold lustre on partially
erased Clementson, Young and Jameson plate c.1844.

James Pyman, The Owl in Daylight, 2013
graphite on paper, 45 x 90 cms

A strand of PEER’s programming strategy has always been
to consider how art can meaningfully reflect issues that are
most pertinent in society today. Jimmy Robert’s performance
and installation, European Portraits, was a powerfully
poetic work, which he devised specifically for PEER to mark
the anniversary of the Brexit vote.
James Pyman’s exquisitely detailed pencil drawings for his
exhibition Trespass, offered a very personal insight into the
literary, philosophical and popular cultural influences in the
artist’s work.
PEER’s annual partnership with one of London’s largest
affordable studio providers, Acme, enabled four recent MA
graduates to showcase their work for one month following
the completion of a year-long residency. The exhibiting artists for 2017 were Josh Berry, Kristaps Ancans, Ruth Waters
and Caroline Streck.

Fourthland and Rosalind Fowler, still from BREADROCK, 2017
16mm black and white film, 17 mins
Our experience working with PEER has been wonderful on many levels. We
had the opportunity of presenting a well received exhibition, and the dialogue
has enabled valuable professional development for our practice. We have
Khadija’s Garden
On 19 July 2017 we held a ceremony to rename Hoxton Street Public Space in
memory of our much-loved former colleague, Khadija Saye, who was killed in
the Grenfell Tower fire on 14 June. She played a key role in the creation of the
garden, as well as the installation of Chris Ofili’s landmark clock.

been nurtured, supported and challenged to strive in surprising new ways...
we take with us deep learning and heartfelt thanks.
Fouthland and Rosalind Fowler, 2018

Jimmy Robert, European Portraits, 2017
commissioned by PEER, performance still
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Catherine Story’s exhibition Shadow was installed over the
dark winter months and gave our audiences a glimpse of
the North African desert through the large windows onto
Hoxton Street. Theatrically lit and visible 24 hours a day,
this extraordinary project melded Story’s diverse interests in
early cinema, cubism and a recent visit to Morocco.
The final project for 2017/18 was BREADROCK, collaboration between artist collective Fourthland and filmmaker
Rosalind Fowler. This project comprised a collection of
finely crafted totemic sculptural works and a large single

Catherine Story, Shadow, 2017
commissioned by PEER, installation view

SEEP, 2017
Installation view of work by Josh Berry (foreground) and Caroline Streck (background and outside)

PEER Funding
PEER is a National Portfolio Organisation (NPO) of Arts
Council England (ACE) which provides almost 40% of our
annual income estimated at roughly £140k for the year
ending April 2018. This public support provides the bedrock
of PEER’s finances on which additional funds are raised.
In July 2017, we learned that from April 2018, our ACE NPO
funding would be renewed for four years with a tremendous
63% uplift, bringing our annual grant to £85k from £52k
previously. We were the only small-scale arts organisation
in London to receive this extraordinary endorsement. Our
commitment to raising match funding must also increase,
with a new annual target of just over £100k per annum.
In recent years, strategic funds have been granted by
The Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation,
Ampersand Foundation, Cockayne Foundation and The
Henry Moore Foundation, amongst others. Substantial
support from the Paul and Louise Cooke Endowment is
now in its eighth year and has played a major role in
the organisation’s development, and we are enormously
grateful to them.

PEER PATRONS
in administration, but goes straight to our programme
and audience development work. Relatively modest
contributions have tangible results and larger amounts
make a very substantial impact.
The following indicative costs demonstrate how PEER
delivers real value for money:
£1,000 enables four young people to have training
opportunities and each gain 30 hours paid work
experience as visitors assistants.
£3,000 enables an off-site project as part of PEER’s local
audiences programme.
£6,000 enables us to match funds raised through the
Khadija Saye Memorial Fund to support two six-month
bursaries for BAME graduates as gallery trainees.
£10,000 enables an artist’s commission for a 10-week
gallery exhibition and associated activities.

Income from sales of specially produced artist editions and
work from exhibitions represents another important source
of funds, as does the recoupment of production costs of
new commissions in future sales.
Individual giving also plays an increasingly important role
in PEER’s income. The terrific success of the launch of
our Patrons scheme in 2017 achieved almost a three-fold
increase in individual giving to some 18% of our annual
income. This was a key factor in our success in achieving
the NPO uplift. Our ambition now is not only to maintain
this level of individual support but to achieve a gradual
annual increase in tandem with our growing ambitions for
the organisation.
As a small organisation, we operate with a light touch
and low overheads. Support for PEER does not get lost

As a PEER Patron there are a variety of benefits and
privileges that you can enjoy in the company of like-minded
supporters who have a passion for the arts and believe in
the contribution that they make to society as a whole. The
Patrons are a small and intimate group who can together
effect significant change for PEER.
During 2017 the inaugural members of PEER Patrons
enjoyed some exclusive access to incredible art. As well as
invitations to all PEER events, PEER Patrons had out-ofhours curator-led tours of Tate Britain’s David Hockney, Tate
Modern’s Alberto Giacometti, and the Estorick Collection’s
Arte Povera/Poor Art, as well as visits to the Whitechapel’s
A Handful of Dust and the Tim Sayer Collection, which he
has bequeathed to The Hepworth, Wakefield.
In the coming year our plans include a visit to artist and
PEER Trustee Jeff McMillan’s studio; a day-trip to Margate
for a curator-led tour of the Patrick Heron retrospective at
Turner Contemporary, and an exclusive out-of-hours viewing
of Picasso 1932 – Love, Fame, Tragedy, with Tate Modern
Head of Exhibitions, Achim Borchardt Hume.

PEER VISIONARY – £2,500 per year
Visionaries are catalysts for the future change and
development of PEER’s programme and outreach.
As well as receiving all the benefits offered to PEER
Champions, you will have the opportunity to become part
of PEER’s inner circle of friends who can access an indepth knowledge of and insight into the organisation and
its activities. You will also be invited to attend exclusive
events such as studio visits with artists and invitations
to engage in regular dialogue with the director and
trustees.

PEER CHAMPION – £1,000 per year
Champions have a tangible and significant impact on
the organisation’s programme.
For this level of support, you can choose to direct your
contribution to a particular exhibition, residency, project,
or to education activities within PEER’s programme. In
addition to being acknowledged as a supporter of the
gallery, you will be specifically recognised as sponsor
of your chosen programme. You will receive all of the
benefits of a PEER Pioneer as well as an annual limited
edition artwork, and invitations to bespoke PEER events.

PEER PIONEER – £500 per year
Pioneers help to forge the way ahead.
You will receive invitations to PEER openings and events,
including to an annual after-opening supper and annual
celebratory event. Your support will be acknowledged on
our website and in our gallery publications. In addition,
you will be invited to special talks, activities and private
viewings of the exhibitions. You will also benefit from
discounts on all PEER limited edition artworks.
Andrew Wilson, co-curator of David Hockney retrospective at Tate Britain
2017 leads an out-of-hours tour for PEER Patrons.

Bridget Smith, Arden Estate Community Hall Hoxton, 2014/2018

The mural by Charlie Wakefield (1963 – 1993) in the Arden Estate Community Hall was painted in the early 1990s. It was
the artist’s only public work and remains unfinished. The style references the Mexican muralists of the 1920s and the
work of British artist William Roberts (1895-1980). Wakefield’s mural depicts Hoxton Street in the early 20th century with
a number of local landmarks of the time such as the Britannia Theatre and Pollock’s Toy Theatre, which was destroyed in
World War II.
Bridget Smith’s exhibition Nobody Even Knows took place at PEER in 2010. She made this image of the Community Hall in
2014 as part of her ongoing series Society, recording clubs and associations in London. Here, stacks of chairs are housed
on the stage where Wakefield’s mural is situated, referencing the people who both use the hall and bring life to the space.
Smith has generously produced this image in a limited edition of 25, available only to PEER Champions and Pioneers.
Bridget Smith is represented by Frith Street Gallery, London.
Thank you to our generous supporters in 2017/18
Visionaries: Sarah & Gerard Griffin, Harriet & Oliver Kimberley, Isabelle Nowak & Torsten Winkler, Courtney & Roland
Phillips
Champions: Kate Bland & Charlotte Schepke, Brian Boylan, Stephen Friedman Gallery, Maren Finizio, Misia Godebska
& Dennis Pedersen, Ellen & Stefan Goetz, Susanna Heron, Dr Alex Hooi & Keir McGuinness, Maureen Paley, Francesca
& Carlos Pinto, Karen Smith, Lucy & Jonathan Wood and others who wish to remain anonymous
Pioneers: Sofia Bocca, Mario Palencia and others who wish to remain anonymous
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